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Analysis and Implementation of an Improved
Current-Doubler Rectifier With Coupled Inductors
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Abstract—In this paper, an improved current-doubler rectifier
with coupled inductors is proposed. The proposed rectifier can ex-
tend duty ratio to reduce the peak current through the isolation
transformer winding and lower output current ripple as well as
voltage stress of the rectifier diodes. In this study, a 500-W proto-
type with a full-bridge phase-shift converter, the proposed rectifier,
with input voltage of 400 V and output voltage of 12 V was built.
Theoretical analysis and experimental results have verified that
the proposed rectifier is attractive for high step-down voltage and
high-power applications.

Index Terms—Coupled inductors, current-doubler rectifier,
full-bridge phase-shift converter, isolation transformer, tapped
inductor.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN ORDER to meet the requirement of high speed and low
loss, operating voltage of a high-performance microproces-

sor is gradually decreased from 5 to 3.3 V. It will even drop
below 1 V, and the current will go beyond 100 A in the future.
Therefore, point-of-load dc–dc converters will use 5 or 12 V
as the major input voltage to reduce distribution loss [1], and
an isolated dc–dc converter with high step-down voltage ratio,
high output current, and high efficiency is usually required, as
shown in the shaded area of Fig. 1.

To achieve low output voltage, high output current, and
high efficiency, the active clamp interleaved forward converter
[2]–[4] has been widely adopted, since it can realize zero-voltage
switching (ZVS), reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI),
and lower output current ripple. However, the transformers are
not fully utilized, and the filter inductors at their secondary
sides suffer from high current stresses and thermal problems,
which result in low step-down voltage ratio and low power den-
sity. The conventional full-bridge phase-shift current-doubler
converter [5] can provide a straightforward solution for the
problems, because of its simple structure, constant frequency
pulsewidth modulation (PWM) control, high current capability,
and low switching loss. Nevertheless, it still has several limita-
tions, such as for high step-down voltage conversion, it requires
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Fig. 1. Distributed power system structure.

a transformer with high turns ratio or it has to reduce the duty
ratio of the switches. A high turns ratio will result in high duty
loss and low conversion efficiency, while a low duty ratio will
increase input peak current and component stress [6]. The other
limitation is that its large external resonant inductor will induce
a large circulation current, which will flow through the primary
winding of the transformer and switches during a freewheeling
interval. As a result, conduction loss in the switches and copper
loss in the transformer are significant. Moreover, another major
limitation is the resonance of diode junction capacitance with
transformer leakage inductance, which results in voltage oscilla-
tion and reverse recovery loss. To overcome the aforementioned
limitations of the conventional full-bridge current-doubler con-
verter, many approaches [7]–[11] have been conducted. How-
ever, their high step-down voltage ratios still result in extreme
low duty ratios that will induce high peak current through the
secondary winding of the isolation transformer and output filter
inductors, increasing copper loss and component stress.

In this paper, an improved current-doubler rectifier with cou-
pled inductors is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2. In comparison
with the conventional current-doubler rectifier (CCDR) [5], the
component counts of the proposed rectifier are identical, while
the proposed rectifier can adjust the turns ratio of the coupled
inductor to extend the duty ratio range, which can reduce the
peak current through the isolation transformer and switches,
and can lower output current ripple. Additionally, the rectifier
diodes can be operated with low voltage stress, which, in turn,
can reduce reverse recovery loss. The operating frequency can
then be increased significantly.

Section II describes derivation and operational principle of
the proposed current-doubler rectifier. Section III demonstrates
the benefits of the proposed rectifier and its comparison with the
CCDR. Design considerations and power loss estimations are
presented in Sections IV and V. Simulation and experimental
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Fig. 2. Proposed current-doubler rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift converter.

Fig. 3. Derivation of the proposed current doubler from a voltage doubler based on duality. (a) Voltage doubler. (b) Derived current doubler without coupling
inductors. (c) Proposed current doubler with coupled inductors.

results obtained from a 500-W prototype with the proposed
current-doubler rectifier and the full-bridge phase-shift con-
verter are presented in Section VI to verify its feasibility. Finally,
a conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. DERIVATION AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE

Derivation of the proposed current-doubler rectifier is based
on a conventional voltage-doubler circuit, as illustrated in
Fig. 3(a). According to duality, meshes of the voltage dou-
bler are replaced with nodes, and capacitors are replaced with
inductors, while diodes are with no change, yielding the current-
doubler rectifier, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(b), the output
filter inductors can be extended to the coupled ones, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). Each coupled inductor individually functions as a
tapped inductor or a transformer during one switching cycle. In
other words, the upper coupled inductor is charged during the
charging period, which functions as a tapped inductor, while the
lower coupled inductor functions as a transformer. Therefore,
the proposed rectifier with coupled inductors can widen duty
ratio range, lower output current ripple, and lower voltage stress
of the rectifier diode over that of the CCDR.

The proposed current-doubler rectifier based on a full-bridge
phase-shift converter is illustrated in Fig. 2. It mainly includes
two sets of coupled inductors L1 and L2 , free-wheeling diodes
Dr1 and Dr2 , and an output filter capacitor Co . Each set of

the coupled inductors can be treated as a transformer with two
magnetizing inductors, and its turns ratio is defined as

n =
(n1 + n2)

n1
, n ≥ 1. (1)

To simplify description of the steady-state operational modes,
the full-bridge phase-shift converter will not be discussed in this
section. Only the proposed current-doubler rectifier is analyzed,
and we have the following assumptions.

1) All of the switching devices and diodes are ideal.
2) Inductance L1 = L2 and L11 = L22 .
3) Leakage inductance of the coupled inductors is much

smaller than the resonant inductor Lr and can be neglected
from the successive analysis.

4) The output filter capacitor Co is large enough so that it
can be treated as a voltage source Vo .

Under continuous inductor current operation, six major op-
erating modes are identified over one switching cycle. Fig. 4
shows conceptual voltage and current waveforms of its key
components. Deff and Dloss are denoted as the effective and
lost duty ratios, respectively, VAB is the voltage across the res-
onant inductor and the isolation transformer primary winding,
Vsec is the voltage across the isolation transformer secondary
winding, isec is the secondary current, iL and VL are the current
and voltage of the coupled inductor winding n1 , iDr and VDr

are the current and voltage of the rectifier diode, and io is the
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Fig. 4. Key waveforms of the proposed converter shown in Fig. 2.

output current. Fig. 5 shows equivalent circuits of the opera-
tional modes.

Mode 1 [Fig. 5(a), to ≤ t < t1]: At time t0 , currents iDr1 and
iDr2 are commutated completely. Then, a positive voltage Vsec
crosses the secondary winding of transformer Tr , diode Dr1 is
reversely biased, and inductor current iL1 flowing through the
path Vo − Dr2 − L22 − Vsec − L11 − L1 is linearly increased.
During this interval, the energy stored in inductor L22 will be
released to the load through coupled inductor L2 , and inductor
current iL2 flowing through the path Vo − Dr2 is decreased.
Meanwhile, inductors L11 and L1 function as a tapped inductor,
while inductors L22 and L2 are coupled to function as a trans-
former. The coupled inductor currents and the rectifier diode
voltages can be expressed as follows:

iL1(t) =
Vsec − nVo

n2L1
(t − t0) + iL1(t0) (2)

iL2(t)= iL2(t0)+
(

Vsec−nVo

n2L1

)(
n2

n1

)
(t−t0)−

Vo

L2
(t−t0)

(3)

VDr1 =
Vsec

n
(4)

and

VDr2 = 0. (5)

Mode 2 [Fig. 5(b), t1 ≤ t < t2]: When voltage Vsec drops to
zero at time t1 , the energy stored in inductor L22 is no longer
released to the load through coupled inductor L2 . Therefore, in-
ductor current iL2 will be gradually decreased, rectifier diodes
Dr1 and Dr2 are conducted, and rectifier diode currents iDr1
and iDr2 begin commutating. During this freewheeling inter-
val, inductor currents iL1 and iL2 are decreased linearly. The
coupled-inductor currents and the rectifier diode voltages can
be expressed as follows:

iL1(t) = iL1(t1) −
Vo

n2L1
(t − t1) (6)

iL2(t) = iL2(t1) −
Vo

L2
(t − t1) (7)

and

VDr1 = VDr2 = 0. (8)

Mode 3 [Fig. 5(c), t2 ≤ t < t3]: At time t2 , a negative voltage
VAB will cross the resonant inductor Lr and the primary winding
of transformer Tr , since rectifier diode currents iDr1 and iDr2
have not yet been commutated completely. Therefore, the two
rectifier diodes Dr1 and Dr2 are maintained in conducting state,
while inductors L1 and L2 are discharged through diodes Dr1
and Dr2 , respectively.

Mode 4 [Fig. 5(d), t3 ≤ t < t4]: At time t3 , currents iDr1
and iDr2 are commutated completely, diode Dr2 is reversely
biased, and inductor current iL2 flowing through the path
Vo − Dr1 − L11 − Vsec − L22 − L2 is linearly increased. Dur-
ing this interval, the energy stored in inductor L11 is released to
the load through coupled inductor L1 , and inductor current iL1
flowing through the path Vo − Dr1 is decreased. Over this time
interval, inductors L22 and L2 function as a tapped inductor,
while inductors L11 and L1 are coupled to function as a trans-
former. The coupled-inductor currents and the rectifier diode
voltages can be expressed as follows:

iL1(t)= iL1(t3)+
(

Vsec−nVo

n2L2

) (
n2

n1

)
(t−t3)−

Vo

L1
(t−t3)

(9)

iL2(t) =
(

Vsec − nVo

n2L2

)
(t − t3) + iL1(t3) (10)

VDr1 = 0 (11)

and

VDr2 =
Vsec

n
. (12)

Mode 5 [Fig. 5(e), t4 ≤ t < t5 ]: At time t4 , voltage Vsec
drops to zero, rectifier diodes Dr1 and Dr2 are conducting,
and rectifier diode currents iDr1 and iDr2 begin commutating.
During this freewheeling interval, inductor currents iL1 and iL2
are decreased linearly. The coupled-inductor currents and the
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Fig. 5. Equivalent circuits of the operation modes.

rectifier diode voltages can be expressed as follows:

iL1(t) = iL1(t4) −
Vo

L1
(t − t4) (13)

iL2(t) = iL2(t4) −
Vo

n2L2
(t − t4) (14)

and

VDr1 = VDr2 = 0. (15)

Mode 6 [Fig. 5(f), t5 ≤ t < t6 ]: At time t5 , a positive volt-
age VAB crosses the resonant inductor Lr and primary winding
of transformer Tr again, since rectifier diode currents iDr1 and

iDr2 have not yet been commutated completely. Therefore, rec-
tifier diodes Dr1 and Dr2 are maintained conducting, while
inductors L1 and L2 are discharged through diodes Dr1 and
Dr2 , respectively. The operational principle over one switching
cycle is completed.

III. FEATURES AND CHARACTERISTICS

This section describes the features and characteristics of the
proposed rectifier, which include voltage gain, diode voltage
stress, and output current ripple. To highlight the merits of the
proposed rectifier, its performance indexes are discussed and
compared with those of the CCDR [5].
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Fig. 5. (Continued ).

A. Voltage Gain

In Fig. 4, from the current equations of inductors L1 and L2
and by applying the volt·seconds balance principle, the voltage
gain and diode voltage stress can be derived as

Vo

Vsec
=

2D

n(1 + n)
(16)

where D is the duty ratio of the active switches and D < 0.5.
There is one assumption that the lost duty ratio is smaller than
the effective duty ratio (i.e., Dloss << Deff ); hence, D ≈ Deff .

B. Voltage Stress of the Rectifier Diode

At mode 1, rectifier diode Dr1 stays in the OFF state, while
Dr2 is conducting. At mode 4, the states of Dr1 and Dr2 are
exchanged. Their voltage stress can be derived as

VDr1 = VDr2 =
Vsec

n
. (17)

C. Output Current Ripple

From Fig. 4 and by combining the currents of iL1 and iL2 ,
output current ripple can be determined as

iripple =
[
(1 + n)

2
− 2D

]
Vo

Lfs
(18)

where fs is the switching frequency of the active switches and
inductance L = L1 = L2 .

In (16)–(18), turns ratio n = 1 corresponds to a CCDR.
From (16), we can sketch a set of curves showing the rela-

tionship between duty ratio D and the voltage ratio of Vo/Vsec
for different values of turns ratio n, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig 7
shows the plot of diode voltage stress versus n according to (17).
Fig. 8 shows the plot of output current ripple iripple (%) versus n
according to (18), from which it can be seen that the turns ratio

Fig. 6. Plots Vo /Vsec versus duty ratio D.

of coupled inductor n = 2 is not a good choice, because it yields
higher output current ripple. To objectively judge the merits
of the proposed current-doubler rectifier, performance compar-
ison between the proposed rectifier and the CCDR is shown in
Table I, and an example with n = 1.5 and identical voltage gain
(Vo/Vsec) is shown in Fig. 9. From these plots, it can be seen that
the proposed current-doubler rectifier under full-load condition
yields higher duty ratio, lower current ripple, and lower diode
voltage stress over the conventional one.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

To verify the performance of the proposed current-doubler
rectifier, a 500-W prototype with a full-bridge phase-shift con-
verter and the proposed rectifier was designed and built. Its
specifications are listed as follows:

1) input voltage Vin : 360–400 Vdc ;
2) output voltage Vo : 12 Vdc ;
3) maximum output current Io : 42 A;
4) output voltage ripple ∆Vo : 0.12 V;
5) switching frequency fs : 100 kHz.
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Fig. 7. Plots of diode voltage stress versus turns ratio n of the coupled inductor.

Fig. 8. Plots of output current ripple (%) versus turns ratio n of the coupled
inductor.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED RECTIFIER AND THE CCDR

In Fig. 2, the key parameters and components can be deter-
mined from the design procedure shown as follows.

A. Design of the Coupled Inductors

A higher turns ratio results in higher leakage inductance that
causes a severe voltage spike across the rectifier diodes and
increases power loss. Additionally, according to (3) or (9), we
can plot the output current ripple waveforms of the coupled
inductors, as shown in Fig. 10. When n2 > n1 , current ripples
(∆iL1 and ∆iL2) of the coupled inductors will increase. Since a
larger current ripple will result in larger core loss in the coupled
inductors, a high turns ratio is not desirable. In this study, we
choose n = 1.5.

In the design, the turns ratio of the isolation transformer is
chosen as Np : Ns = 5 : 1; thus, the secondary voltage Vsec will
vary from 72 to 80 V. From (16) to (18), we can obtain effective
maximum duty ratio Dmax = 0.31 and minimum duty ratio
Dmin = 0.28, maximum diode voltage stress VDr = 53.3 V,
and output current ripple iripple = (9%)Io = 3.78 A. Based on
(18), the inductance L = L1 = L2 can be determined as

L =
(

1 + n

2
− 2Dmax

)
Vo

iripplefs
= 16.7 µH. (19)

The inductance L = 20 µH is selected. When the turns ratio
n = (n1 + n2)/n1 is equal to 1.5, inductance L11 = L22 can
be determined as

L11 = L22 =
n2

2

n2
1
L = (n − 1)2L = 5 µH. (20)

B. Design of the Isolation Transformer

In the design, we first choose ferrite material of TDK PC40
and maximum flux Bmax = 200 mT, maximum winding fac-
tor Kw (max) = 0.3, and maximum current density Jmax =
400A/cm2 . Therefore, the area product of the core can be de-
termined as

Ap = WaAe >
[Po + (Po/η)] × 104

2BmaxKw (max)Jmaxfs
= 2.08 cm4 (21)

where Wa is the window area of the core, Ae is the effective
cross-section area of the core, Po is the output power of the
converter, and η denotes the efficiency. From the TDK data book,
we select a proper size of core ETD-44 (Ae = 1.75 cm2 , Wa =
3.05 cm2 , Ve = 18 cm3 , and AL = 4000 nH/N2) to minimize
the core loss.

By applying Faraday’s law, the turns of the primary winding
of the isolation transformer can be determined as

Np ≥
Vin(min)Dmax

2BmaxAefs
= 15.4. (22)

In this design, Np is chosen as 20. Therefore, the turns of the
secondary winding can be correspondingly determined as

Ns = Np
Vsec

Vin(min)
= 4 (23)

and the magnetizing inductance and magnetizing current are
calculated as

Lm = N 2
p AL = 1.6 mH (24)

and

∆Im =
Vin(min)Dmax

Lm fs
= 0.68 A. (25)

C. Selection of the Rectifier Diodes

From (17), the voltage stress imposed on rectifier diodes
Dr1 and Dr2 is VDr = Vsec/n = 53.3 V. When rectifier diode
Dr1 or Dr2 is conducting, the maximum diode current
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison between the proposed rectifier and the CCDR. (a) Duty ratio. (b) Diode voltage stress. (c) Output current ripple.

Fig. 10. Current ripple waveforms of the coupled inductor under different
turns ratio n.

iD (max) = Io(max) = 42 A. Thus, a 63CPQ100 Schottky diode
that has a low forward voltage drop (VF = 0.64 V) is selected.

D. Selection of the Filter Capacitors

The capacitance is selected according to the specification of
voltage ripple level ∆Vo , which is usually less than 1% of Vo .

Hence, the filter capacitance can be determined as

Co =
IoDmaxTs

Vo × 1%
= 1050µF. (26)

E. Selection of the Power Switches

For the full-bridge phase-shift converter, the peak voltage
stress imposed on power switches (Q1 − Q4) is Vds(max) =
Vin(max) = 400V . When power switches are turned on, the max-
imum switch current ids(peak) is equal to the sum of primary
current ipri(peak) and magnetizing current ∆Im . Therefore, the
ids(peak) can be expressed as

ids(peak) = ipri(peak) + ∆Im = isec (peak)
Ns

Np
+ ∆Im . (27)

From Fig. 4, isec(peak) can be expressed as

isec (peak) =
Io

2
n2

n1
+

(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs

=
Io

2

√
L11

L
+

(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs
. (28)
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Fig. 11. Experimental circuit. (a) Proposed current-doubler rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift converter. (b) CCDR with a full-bridge phase-shift converter.

Fig. 12. Primary current and voltage waveforms of the proposed rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift converter.

By substituting the parameters into the previous equation,
isec(peak) can be determined as 14.36 A. Thus, ids(peak) =
2.87 + 0.68 = 3.55 A. Selection of power switches involves
a tradeoff between the conduction loss and switching loss.

MOSFETs with low Rds(ON) can usually keep conduc-
tion loss low, but they usually have high parasitic ca-
pacitance and require a large die size. In this applica-
tion, the power switches are IRFP450 with a drain–source
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Fig. 13. Typical core loss data. (a) Transformer and coupled inductor. (b) Resonant inductor.

Fig. 14. Estimation of power losses. (a) Proposed current-doubler rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift converter. (b) CCDR with a full-bridge phase-shift
converter.

breakdown voltage of 500 V and a channel resistance of
0.4 Ω.

F. Determination of the Resonant Capacitance and Inductance

According to [12], the parasitic capacitor (Coss) of the
MOSFET switch will be multiplied by a factor 4/3 to accommo-
date the increase caused by high voltage operation. During each
switching transition, the output capacitance of the two switches
are in parallel, and the total capacitance is equal to 8/3 Coss .
From the operation, parasitic capacitance (CT r ) of the isola-
tion transformer must also be included as a part of the resonant
capacitance. Therefore, the resonant capacitance of the active
switch can be approximated as

Cr =
[(

8
3
Coss

)
+ CT r

]
= 1.4 nF (29)

where the parasitic capacitance Coss of the IRFP450 MOSFETs
is about 400 pF and the isolation transformer capacitance CT r

is about 0.3 nF.
In order to achieve ZVS at the turn-on transition for all of

the power switches, there must be sufficient energy stored in
resonant inductor Lr to completely discharge the resonant ca-
pacitors (Cr1 − Cr4). Therefore, the following inequality must
be satisfied:

1
2
× Lr × i2pri(peak) ≥

1
2
× Cr × V 2

in(min) . (30)

An approximate minimum value of the resonant inductance
can be determined as

Lr ≥
Cr × V 2

in(min)

i2ds(peak)
= 14.4 µH (31)

and we select the resonant inductance Lr = 15 µH.
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V. POWER LOSS ESTIMATION

In this section, power losses of the proposed rectifier with
a full-bridge phase-shift converter are estimated to verify the
measured efficiency. The key component values of the experi-
mental converter are shown in Fig. 11(a), in which power losses
are evaluated as follows.

A. Active Switches (Q1–Q4)

Power loss of the active switches includes switching loss and
conduction loss. In Fig. 11(a), the active switches are turned on
under ZVS and turned off under zero-voltage transition (ZVT),
so that their switching loss is negligible. The conduction loss
can be divided into two parts; one is channel resistance loss
of the switch and the other is body diode loss of the switch.
Fig. 12 shows the primary current and voltage waveforms of the
full-bridge phase-shift converter, and its key equations can be
expressed as

Ia =
Ns

Np

[
Io

2

√
L11

L
−

(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs

]
(32)

Ib =
Ns

Np

{[
Io

2

√
L11

L
+

(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs

− Vo

2n2Lfs

(
1
2
− Dmin

)]}
(33)

Ic =
Ns

Np

[
Io

2

√
L11

L
+

(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs

]
(34)

Dloss =
Ia + Ib

(Ts/2) × (Vin(max)/Lr )
(35)

and

D = Deff + Dloss (36)

where Deff = Dmin . By substituting the parameters, as shown in
Section IV, into the previous equations, they can be determined
as Ia = 1.53 A, Ib = 2.71 A, Ic = 3.55 A, Dloss = 0.026, and
D = 0.31. In this study, the active switches are selected as
IRFP450 MOSFET, and their channel resistance Rds(ON) =
0.4 Ω and body diode voltage drop VF = 1.4 V. The channel
resistance loss and body diode loss of the active switches can
be expressed as

PQ1 =Rds(ON)

[(
I2
a

3
×Dloss

2

)
+

(
I2
a +I2

c + IaIc

3
× Deff

)]
(37)

PQ4 =Rds(ON)



(

I2
a

3
×Dloss

2

)
+

(
I2
a + I2

c + IaIc

3
×Deff

)

+
(

I2
b + I2

c + IbIc

3
×

(
1
2
− D

))



(38)

PD4 = VF ×
(

Ib

2
× Dloss

2

)
(39)

Fig. 15. Measured waveforms of the transformer secondary voltage and cur-
rent (Vsec : 50 V/div., isec : 10 A/div., time: 2 µs/div.).

and

PD2 = VF ×
[(

Ic − Ib

2

)(
1
2
− D

)]
. (40)

By substituting the parameters into the previous equations, the
channel resistance loss and body diode loss can be determined
as PQ1 = 0.71 W, PQ4 = 1.01 W, PD2 = 0.12 W, and PD4 =
0.025 W. Therefore, the total conduction loss in the four active
switches can be estimated as

PQ
loss = 2(PQ1 + PQ4 + PD2 + PD4) = 2 × 1.865 = 3.7 W.

(41)

B. Isolation Transformer

Power loss of the isolation transformer includes core loss
and copper loss. As listed in Section IV, the transformer core
(PC40 ETD44) is selected with maximum flux density Bmax =
200mT and effective core volume Ve = 18 cm3 , and the switch-
ing frequency is 100 kHz. Flux density versus core loss plots of
material TDK PC40 is shown in Fig. 13(a), from which we can
obtain the core loss per volume, PT r(cv ) = 0.4 W/cm3 at 60 ◦C.
Thus, the core loss can be estimated as

PT r
core = PT r(cv ) × Ve = 0.4 × 18 = 7.2 W. (42)

Copper loss of the isolation transformer can be expressed as

PT r
copper = (Ids(rms))2Rpri + (Isec (rms))2Rsec

≈




(
ids(peak)

√
2Dmax

)2
Rpri

+
(
isec(peak)

√
2Dmax

)2
Rsec


 . (43)

According to measurement, the primary winding resistance
Rpri = 23.8 mΩ, and the secondary winding resistance Rsec =
4.2 mΩ at 100 kHz. Thus, the copper loss is 0.7 W. The total
power loss of the isolation transformer can be determined as

PT r
loss = PT r

core + PT r
copper = 7.2 + 0.7 = 7.9 W. (44)

C. Coupled Inductors

Cores of the coupled inductors are TDK PC40 ETD39 (Ae =
1.25 cm2 , Aw = 2.57 cm, and Ve = 11.5 cm3). Their primary
winding turns are np = (n1 + n2) = 18, secondary winding
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Fig. 16. Measured waveforms. (a) Inductor currents iL 1 and iL 2 , (iL 1 : 10 A/div., iL 2 : 10 A/div., time: 2 µs/div.). (b) Output current io (= iL 1 + iL 2 ) and
output voltage (io : 10 A/div., Vo : 5 V/div., time: 2 µs/div.).

Fig. 17. Measured waveforms of the voltage and current of the rectifier diodes. (a) Without RCD snubber (VD r : 50 V/div., iD r : 20 A/div., time: 2 µs/div.).
(b) Its extended waveforms (VD r 1 : 50 V/div., iD r 1 : 10 A/div., time: 200 ns/div.). (c) With RCD snubber (VD r 1 : 50 V/div., iD r 1 : 20 A/div., time: 2 µs/div.).

turns are ns = n1 = 6, and turns ratio n = np/ns = 1.5. Thus,
the maximum flux density can be determined as

BCoup
max =

n2L × ∆iL
np × Ae

=
1.52 × 20 × 10−6 × 3.86

18 × 1.25
× 108

= 772 G (45)

where

∆iL =
(Vsec(max) − nVo)Dmin

n2Lfs
= 3.9 A. (46)

Again from Fig. 13(a), we can obtain the core loss per volume
PCoup(cv) = 0.04W/cm3 at 60 ◦C. The core loss will be

PCoup
core = PCoup(cv ) × Ve = 0.04 × 11.5 = 0.5 W. (47)

According to measurement, winding resistance of the cou-
pled inductors RCoup = 8.2 mΩ, and the copper loss can be
estimated as

PCoup
copper =

(
Io

2

)2

RCoup =
(

42
2

)2

×8.2 × 10−3 =3.6 W.

(48)
Therefore, the total power loss of the coupled inductors is

PCoup
loss =2(PCoup

core +PCoup
copper)=2(0.46+3.62)=8.2 W. (49)

D. Rectifier Diodes

The rectifier diodes are selected as 63CPQ100 Schottky
diodes with forward voltage drop VF = 0.64 V. Thus, the total
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Fig. 18. Efficiency comparison between the proposed and the conventional
current doublers associated with a full-bridge converter.

conduction loss of the rectifier diodes is

PDiode
loss = Io × VF = 42 × 0.64 = 26.9 W. (50)

E. Resonant Inductor

The core of the resonant inductor is selected as ARNOLD
A-643136-2 (Ae = 0.552 cm2 , le = 8.147 cm, and Ve =
4.49 cm3), and its winding turns NLr = 8. By applying the
Faraday’s law, the actual maximum flux density can be deter-
mined as

BLr(max) =
Vin(max) × DlossTs

2NLr × Ae
× 108 = 815 G. (51)

By referring to flux density versus core loss plots of core
A-643136-2 as shown in Fig. 13(b), we can obtain the core loss
per volume PLr(cv ) = 0.4W/cm3 . Thus, the core loss can be
estimated as

PLr
core = PLr(cv ) × Ve = 0.4 × 4.49 = 1.8 W. (52)

According to measurement, the winding resistance RLr =
25.7 mΩ, and the copper loss of the resonant inductor will be

PLr
copper = I2

ds(rms) × RLr = 0.1 W. (53)

The total power loss of the resonant inductor will then be

PLr
loss = PLr

core + PLr
copper = 1.8 + 0.1 = 1.9 W. (54)

Finally, the estimated total power loss and efficiency of the
proposed current-doubler rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift
converter are determined as

PTotal
loss = PQ

loss + PT r
loss + PCoup

loss + PDiode
loss + PLr

loss = 48.6 W
(55)

and

ηTotal =
Po

PTotal
loss + Po

= 91.2%. (56)

Breakdown of the total power losses of the CCDR [5] and that
of the proposed rectifier under full-load condition are illustrated
in Fig. 14, from which it can be seen that the proposed rectifier
can reduce switch loss significantly and improve the overall
power conversion efficiency.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed rectifier with a full-bridge phase-shift converter
has been verified on a 500-W prototype. The component values
of the experimental converter are shown in Fig. 11(a), and a
UC3875 controller is used to implement the phase-shift control
circuit. To highlight the merits of the proposed rectifier, a CCDR
shown in Fig. 11(b) was also implemented.

Fig. 15 shows measured voltage and current waveforms at
the secondary side of the transformer. Fig. 16(a) shows mea-
sured current waveforms of inductors L1 and L2 , and Fig. 16(b)
shows output voltage and full-load output current with low rip-
ple. Fig. 17(a) shows measured voltage and current waveforms
of the rectifier diodes, from which a severe voltage overshoot
and ringing are observed due to the oscillation between leakage
inductance of the coupled inductors and junction capacitance
of the rectifier diodes. The voltage overshoot and ringing can
be damped by a simple resistor–capacitor–diode (RCD) snub-
ber circuit, as shown in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 17(b) shows its ex-
tended waveforms and illustrates a small reverse recovery loss.
Fig. 17(c) shows those with RCD snubbers, where the spike volt-
age of the rectifier has been clamped. Fig. 18 shows efficiency
measurements of the proposed rectifier as compared with a con-
ventional one, from which it can be seen that the maximum
efficiency of the proposed rectifier can reach as high as 90.8%
under full-load condition. Notice that the measured efficiency
from the proposed rectifier is very close to the estimated value of
91.2%. The proposed rectifier is relatively feasible for convert-
ers with high step-down voltage ratio and requiring high power
density, which has been verified by the experimental results.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an improved current-doubler rectifier with cou-
pled inductors has been proposed and analyzed. In comparison
with the CCDR, the proposed rectifier has the merits of low
output current ripple and extended duty ratio, which can reduce
the peak current through the isolation transformer and switches,
the conduction loss in the switches, and the copper loss in the
isolation transformer. Furthermore, the low voltage stress of the
rectifier diode can reduce reverse recovery loss. Experimental
results have verified that the proposed rectifier can achieve high
efficiency over a wide load range. It is relatively suitable for high
step-down voltage ratio and high output current applications.
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